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Club newsletter

Local Repeaters
GB3MH: 145.625/88.5(FM)
GB7MH: 439.6375(DStar/DMR/Fusion)
GB3NX: 430.850/88.5(FM)
GB3NS: 439.675/82.5(FM)
GB7NS: 439.1625(DMR)
GB3HO: 430.8875/88.5 (438.4875)(FM) 
GB3HY: 430.900/88.5 (438.500)(FM)
Local DX Cluster GB7DXS : Telnet 
81.149.0.149 Port 7300

March 2022

Editor: Richard, G3ZIY
From the Chair

Spring is in the air and the weather is warming up at last. So much so that I’ve already 
cut the grass, jet washed the patio and fixed some wonky slabs. I clearly overdid things as 
my back is suffering with all the exertion.

Rather than Spring clean Hut18 this year, we’re going the extra mile and completely 
renovating the main room. It’s the last part of Hut18 to get the treatment which started 
with the hall and shack some years ago and more recently the kitchen and toilet.

We have been meaning to do this for a couple of years now, but lockdowns have 
prevented any progress. We plan to do the work in two halves to minimise disruption to 
our normal club meetings but inevitably there will be some. We’ll be replacing the ceiling 
tiles, floor tiles, storage cupboards along the north wall and of course redecorating. After 
considerable debate the choice is magnolia!

We’ll also take the opportunity to replace our old and ineffective heaters with wall 
mounted infrared units which will be both more effective and efficient.

Once the goodies begin to be delivered and my back recovers, I’ll be writing to ask for 
volunteers to help with a few work parties to get the renovations underway. It should be 
fun and sociable with a smattering of work thrown in. I hope to see you there.

On the bands, HF is looking bubbly with a Solar Flux Index (SFI) above 100 for much 
of the time. Some good DX is around especially in the early morning. Let’s hope things 
continue to improve. For those who like VHF, the Es season is just around the corner so 
dust off the 6m, 4m and 2m kit in anticipation of regular DX returning to these bands.

You’ll see elsewhere in this newsletter the motley crew who help sell most of the SK 
kit at Hamzilla in Sandwich earlier in the month. My thanks to everyone involved but 
especially Phil for organising both our presence at the sale and driver Andy with his van. 
Also, to John PEO who has documented the hoard so diligently. We went with a van full 
of kit plus two cars piled high and returned with just one car of boxes. Alex, our treasurer 
was even seen to smile as he counted the takings 

On the contesting front CARC and our friends at the Reigate ATS (RATS) didn’t enjoy 
the mild spring weather at the beginning of the month. But despite the blustery freezing 
wind from the East managed to win the overall Open section of the March 2m and 70cm 
contest. The 2m performance was particularly pleasing with 577 QSO at an average 
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Reception of LoRa satellites
I have been monitoring and decoding loworbit cubes and other satellites for years.
I also recently made a successful attempt to receive LoRa satellites. LoRa (https://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LoRa) is a special form of digital data transmission. Its essence is 
longdistance data transmission with minimal (100mWatt) power. The first loworbit 
LoRa satellite was launched in 2019. Unfortunately, the project failed. In 2020 and 21, 
new satellites were launched that send their signals using LoRa radio. These satellites 
also operate in the 437, 900 and 2.4GHz bands. There are currently more than 20 such 
active satellites orbiting the Earth. No complicated antenna system or receiver is required 
to receive satellites. Several of the commercially available LoRa modules are suitable for 
satellite reception. The antenna can be either a fourwave omnidirectional antenna or a 
QFH, Eggbeater. I use the latter. I made the antenna myself. You also need a lownoise 
preamplifier for reception and an Internet connection. The power consumption of the 
receiver is very minimal, it can even be operated from a 3.7V LiIon battery. The TiNyGS 
community, which has been set up to receive LoRa satellites, is helping to collect and 
decode the received signals.

There are already hundreds of receivers in the UK. TinyGS group chat is a great help 
for those interested in setting up their own receiver.
Tony, M0GLU

distance of 411km. Not bad given that conditions were completely flat. Peter, G0VVE 
and Andy G7FWE also took part in the CQWW WPX contest just last weekend 
managing a total of over 2000 QSOs between them. A fine effort and one which shows 
how good conditions are becoming on HF. The next big HF contest will be CQWW SSB 
on 2930th October from the QTH of G0VVE near Guildford. Let me know if you’d like 
to join the effort.

Hope to see you at Hut18 very soon.
Mike, G0KAD, CARC Chair.
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Some Notes on the Cross Country Wireless HF/VHF/UHF Multicoupler
For some time I have had a CCW Multicoupler sitting in my shack, bought new with 

the intention of using it with my PA0RDT active antenna for LF and MF monitoring to a 
number of receivers. Mine is an early one with serial number 5546. These devices are 
specified to operate over the range 500kHz to 1350MHz and are used to share an antenna 
across 5 receivers. The claimed output IP3 is +40dBm. I was curious one day about how 
they worked, and whilst I noted that the CCW literature said that they were based on the 
use of an Owen Splitter I wanted to know a bit more, so I took the lid off thereby 
invalidating the long since expired warranty.

I was shocked!
Within the smart exterior was not the neat PCB I was expecting but instead what can 

only be described as a rats’ nest; far less neat that many Intermediate licence projects I 
have seen! 

The basic idea is quite simple. The input (top) has some protection components and 
couples into a monolithic microwave amplifier (MMIC). For those that are not familiar 
these, they are a SMT component that has three ports: 50R input, 50R output and ground. 
You feed power into the output pin via a type of bias T. I have no idea what device CCW 
use, but it looks similar to the Minicircuits PGA103. I will therefore use their diagram 
to illustrate the configuration.

So what is the Owens splitter? A two port version is provided in the 
Microwave101.com link provided above and is reproduced below.

It is basically a pair of L pads (resistive impedance matching attenuators) coupled in 
parallel at the input. The CCW multicoupler uses a 5 way Owen splitter. Looking at the 
Microwave101.com article again it gives the resistors for element of a 5 way Owen 
splitter as R1 = 222.2R and R2 as 62.5R with a coupling factor (loss of 19dB). The gain 
of the PGA103 is typically 26dB at 50MHz and 22 dB at 400MHz and this is typical of a 
number of similar MMICs. Thus the configuration is a good pairing. When I look at the 
example I had (s/n 5546) I saw that it had values of 220R for R1 and 56R for R2. R1 was 
bypassed by 2.2pF capacitor presumably indicating that there was some concern about 
the inductance of the 220R resistors.

I measured the transfer characteristic using my Aventest and it was largely flat with 
about zero loss from about 150kHz to 30MHz

Looking up in frequency to 400MHz I saw a drop in signal level of 6–8dB above about 
180MHz.

When a second sample of the CCW multicoupler (s/n 5561) appeared in the large silent 
key collection I decided to take a look and see if they had improved the construction, but 
alas not.

However, I did notice a change in design. The Owen splitters had been constructed 
using different resistor values, with all resistors appearing to have a value of 100R. 
Taking each stage on its own it looks like 100R//50R (the load) in series with 100R which 
is 133R and with 5 of these sets in parallel that is 26R. This seems to make the MMIC 
work twice as hard and presumably reduces the output IP3 of the MMIC. I also note that 
the 2.2pf bypass capacitors were removed.

The result is shown below.
This is a much flatter response from 10kHz all the way to 400MHz and the cost of 
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about 3 to 4dB of attenuation. 
A note about the measurements. I was using an additional 3dB of attenuation in the 

output of the multicoupler to take the reference below the grid line as it was sometimes 
hard to see the trace through the black reference line. In all cases I was only making 
qualitative measurements to get some feel of how the device was built and behaved. I 
imagine that product sample to sample differences will be on the same order as the errors 
in my rough measurements.

There is one characteristic that have not measured and that is the IP3 of the device, and 
I must say I am a little concerned about this. The circuit is littered with protection diodes. 
The arrangement used is a parallel pair of small signal diodes (I assume 1N4148 or 
similar) in series with a similar pair of diodes. These are placed at the input, after the 
protection circuit, and across each output. This circuit looks to the applied signal like two 
diodes in series and will have a knee of about 2 * 0.7v. This is 1.4V across 50R which is a 
signal level of 16dBm. Now of course 40dBm IP3 output does not mean that 40dBm will 
be present at the output, but I am curious as to whether this liberal sprinkling of 
protection diode quads degrades the output IP3 below the claimed 40dBm.

An interesting afternoon of investigation, and I would appreciate other members 
thoughts on the matter.
Stewart/G3YSX

Early CCW Multicoupler
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Later CCW Multicoupler showing frequency response

Early CCW Multicoupler showing frequency response

Late addition...
These look much more professional. In a later followup about the old design they 

noted: Seeing the photos of the early Multicouplers brings back some memories. We used 
to manufacture custom RF filters and the PCB in the early Multicouplers used the PCB I 
designed for making the custom RF filters. The PCB had a ground grid on the top of the 
board that connected via plated holes to the ground plane and metal case on the bottom of 
the board. This gave a solid electrical connection to the enclosure and overcame the 
effects of the enclosure resonance around 750 MHz. The PCB was used for the fast build 
of many prototypes and so it was logical to use it for building the first production 
Multicouplers.

In fact it worked too well as it took until 2020 when the new PCB using surface mount 
devices shown in my recent photo  replaced it. I've often wondered if I should redesign 
the custom filter PCB and offer it for sale as it makes a really useful building block for 
small RF projects.

I am still trying to work out how to validate their claim of a +40dBm IP3 and what the 
impact of the back to back diodes is on that figure.
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Hamzilla a Great Success
The recent Hamzilla Rally hosted by Dover club was a great success in that CARC 

sold much of the G0EID SK equipment and other equipment the Committee deemed not 
useful to the club. As a result the coffers have been significantly swelled, and worked is 
planned to modernise the club in due course  new heating and new bespoke cabinets for 
storing equipment. Here's some pictures taken at the event.
Richard, G3ZIY

Register now for free Foundation Online amateur radio training course
The next free amateur radio Foundation Online training course run by volunteers from 

Essex Ham starts on April 3  Register now.
The RSGB's introduction of online exams that can be taken at home has led to a surge 

in demand for free online amateur radio training courses such as that run by Essex Ham.
You can find out more about online training and register to join a course at
https://www.essexham.co.uk/train/foundationonline/

Essex Ham
https://www.essexham.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/EssexHam

At top left is a VHF/UHF version,  top left is a custom HF/VHF/UHF version with a 
SO239 input socket, bottom left is a HF version and bottom right is a standard HF/VHF/
UHF version with a BNC input socket.
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Richard II, Richard I and John manning the battlements!

Mike, Xander and John Mike, Xander and Richard I 
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COMMITTEE
Hon. Chair  .....................................................Mike Davies..................G0KAD
Hon. Vice Chair & QSL Manager.....................John Pitty......................G4PEO
Hon. Secretary  ...............................................Phil Moore.....................M0TZZ
Hon. Treasurer   ..............................................Alex Sheppard..............M1YAP
Hon. Newsletter Editor ....................................Richard Drinkwater.......G3ZIY
Committee Member   ......................................Richard Hadfield...........G4ANN
Committee Member/Hon. Events Secretary ...Stewart Bryant..............G3YSX

For Sale - Wanted

Deadline for contributions to the next Newsletter 15th May

AMSAT NEWS SERVICE
The AMSAT News Service bulletins are a free, weekly news and information service 

of AMSAT, The Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation. ANS publishes news related to 
Amateur Radio in Space.

The news feed on http://www.amsat.org publishes news of Amateur Radio in Space as 
soon as our volunteers can post it.

AMSATLU WSPR beacon in Antarctica
AMSAT Argentina has engineered a beacon operating in WSPR mode and donated it to 

Cocoantar (Antarctic Joint Command).
On March 22, 2022, when the winter southern hemisphere solstice occurred (passage 

of the sun over the equator to the north), this beacon was installed and began operations 
on 40, 20, 15 and 10m from the Esperanza (Hope) Antarctic base, with callsign LU1ZV.

In just one day, this permanent beacon has already been received and confirmed by 
multiple stations, allowing realtime viewing of propagation and range conditions in the 
bands above. This reaffirms the commitment of Argentina to its permanent presence in 
Antarctica together with the Argentine Amateur Radio in the white continent via AMSAT
LU.

To track, and for maps, graph and details see http://lu7aa.org/dx.asp?call=LU1ZV or by 
radio.

AMSAT Argentina, LU7AA, thanks Cocoantar and AMSAT Argentina members and 
friends for being part and the driving force for this special event, including its President 
LU4BMG, the President of CETRA LU8YY/Q, members of its Board of Directors and its 
2,500 members for joing in this adventure.
AMSAT Argentina

http://www.amsat.org.ar/
WSPR frequencies
https://www.wsprnet.org/drupal/node/218
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